Figure 2. One Form of the Reaction-Diffusion Model
The activator activates both its own production and production of the inhibitor. The inhibitor blocks activator autoregulation and acts long-range to restrict the effects of the activator.
observation that a Lefty-GFP fusion protein can be detected in distant cells in the chick lateral plate [18], although it has been unclear if the levels of Lefty used in these experiments are physiological or if the detected protein is active in this assay. To distinguish between these models, we first determined if Lefty proteins can act at a distance. We injected lefty1 or lefty2 mRNA into a single cell at the animal pole region at the 128-cell stage and fixed the embryos 3 hr later at the germring stage. We found that Lefty1 and Lefty2 that were produced in distant cells suppressed Nodal signaling at the blastoderm margin, as shown by both the loss of bik expression and the severe reduction of the dorsal ntl domain (Figures 3B and 3D ). This result indicates that Lefty proteins can act as long-range inhibitors.
To determine if blocking lefty function increases Sqt autoregulation, we compared sqt expression in wildtype and lefty MO-injected embryos. As shown in Figures 4J and 4N , sqt expression is increased in the lefty Figures 1 and 3-5) . Reactiondiffusion models also postulate that the inhibitor has a longer range than the activator. Although Lefty and Sqt proteins have not been directly visualized, it is likely that Lefty has a longer activity range than Squint. First, expression of Lefty at the animal pole can block Nodal signaling at the margin within less than 3 hr, indicating lated in the reaction-diffusion model [27] .
